The Technology Section is honored to recognize Jessica Synenki as their 2019 Amazing Person. Jessica joined NYS AHPERD on January 25, 2006, and for the past 13 years, has been the conference director and assistant to the executive director. She enthusiastically utilizes technology and has a talent for understanding various applications and programs to create organizational formats and tools used throughout the Association. When anyone brings an idea to the table, Jessica, with a friendly smile, always finds a way to bring the idea to life and plays an important role in the project’s success. She has a keen understanding of current technology trends and a willingness to share her knowledge, which benefits the membership at large. Jessica actively improves her own skills by “actually reading instruction manuals” and watching videos to become proficient. She definitely has a good friend in “Google.” Her creative thoughts and graphic design skills assist us as we continue to build our professional image and communicate the Association’s mission, making her our technology go-to person. We are grateful that Jessica is part of our NYS AHPERD team! It is with great pleasure the Technology Section recognizes Jessica Synenki as their 2010 Amazing Person.